
The Missing Link in
Most Sales
Organizations

Results Limiting Mistakes over
80% of All Sellers Make

Through extensive research, observing over 5,000
salespeople on live and simulated sales calls, along with
interviews with 350 sales executives, we have found that
over 80% of all sellers across all industries make the
same 4 mistakes on most of their sales interactions:

● Talking too much
● Not asking effective, relevant questions
● Unable to communicate compelling

differentiating factors and competitive
advantages

● Ineffective closing approach or strategy

What allows these mistakes to happen?

Poorly developed sales coaching skills at the front-line
sales management level.

Literally, in most sales organizations, no one is coaching
the sales coaches on how to sales coach. For lasting
change to happen, sales managers have to learn how to
practice with their teams, not just discuss goals, best
practices and expectations, which is what most sales
managers do when they think they’re coaching.



The fundamental difference with SalesGym is it is delivered over a
10-week period in 1-hour, weekly practice sessions with 4-5 sellers in
each practice group. The purpose of this approach is to break bad
habits and build the verbal muscle memory sellers need to ask better
questions, listen for bigger opportunities and communicate
differentiating factors that have far more impact on decision makers.

Focus on Fundamental Influence Skills
to Increase Odds of Success

Just like athletes need speed, quickness, strength and endurance,
regardless of what sport they’re playing, sellers need certain critical
communication-influence skills that are often missing. This is what
lowers their odds of success.

● Sales Messaging - Communicating their company’s  unique
differentiating factors and expertise areas in a way that is far
more compelling and engaging.

● Leading an “ask>listen>understand first” sales
conversation and breaking the habit of leading with slides,
screen shares and information dumping.

● Becoming far more effective at asking the questions that
uncover larger selling opportunities.

● Converting more reactive, problem solving calls into
cross-sell / up sell attempts that introduce new products,
services and expertise areas to existing customers

● Lowering resistance and increasing receptivity
throughout the entire sales process to increase the odds of a
closing decision.

● Tailoring presentations to what has been learned in the
“ask>listen>understand first” stage of the conversation.

● More effective closing approaches that increase the odds
of success.

● New business development skills for sellers that fit more
into the hunter category. Scheduling more activity with
higher opportunity decision makers.

s.



When sellers can confidently perform in all of these areas, their results
steadily improve. What sellers and their managers nearly always lack

is a practice system to develop the verbal skills that enable the
development of these core influence competencies.

Practice Drills & Exercises

Most salespeople and their managers do not know how to practice the basic
selling skills. They know how to discuss them, review best practices and debrief
a recent call, but that’s not practice. Just as an athlete needs to learn speed,
quickness and strength drills in addition to learning the specific skills of their
sport, sellers need to learn how to practice together to strengthen their core
influence skills.

● Practice drills should be short … ideally 15-20 minutes so they can be done
frequently.

● Initially, practice should focus on being able to answer the 4 most basic
questions, as if speaking directly to a high potential decision maker:

○ What makes your company, product/service different or better than
your competitor?

○ Why should I meet with you and what will I get out of our meeting?
○ What do your customers like most about your product/service and what

do they think is truly different about it?
These are softball questions any seller should be able to handle effectively, but
most can’t. Fortunately after a few weeks of practice drills, they improve
dramatically.

● Additional drills should focus on
○ How to communicate a more engaging agenda
○ How to use disruptive insights to position better questions
○ How to summarize at the right point in the conversation to build

trust and rapport
○ How to deliver your presentation in shorter 2-3 minute segments

that always lead to engaging open ended questions
○ Better ways to demo platform based products and services.
○ Using stories in the influence process, especially in the closing

stage



When sellers and their sales managers know the
short, high impact practice drills in each of these skill

areas and then start practicing every week, the
improvement in confidence and results is

nothing short of remarkable.

Nearly all sales organizations will experience rapid
improvement if they focus more on practicing the core influence
fundamentals and develop their managers ability to run short,
effective skills building drills. This is, from our experience, the most
obvious missing link and the lowest hanging fruit sales
organizations can capitalize on.
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https://youtu.be/jXzBIoodbp8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hhzQ5F7b1Q&list=PLQC2ih-yqgauKsWiSdHXOl-1UjMRgugto&index=2
https://salesgym.com/download-how-top-performing-sellers-sell-differently/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-st-lawrence-776ba95/detail/recent-activity/posts/
https://salesgym.com/resources/?cat_slug=research-interviews



